Basic inventory list – Tåsingegade, shared room
Since Danish students commonly move into unfurnished rooms, without any provided loose
furniture/equipment, the UCPH Housing Foundation has provided some basic items for rooms that
we allocate to international students.
The purpose is to assist international students with the problem of arriving to an empty room, and
having to purchase furniture and equipment immediately – only to have to sell everything again
upon departure. However, our basic equipment may not always cover everything that you
personally desire and some of you may want to supplement the equipment yourself (e.g. to make
rooms more comfortable or to cover special needs).
The basic equipment provided belongs to the UCPH Housing Foundation and must remain in the
room regardless of whether or not you make use of it. It may not be left in the common room or
study rooms. The provided items can be used, but should not be broken. You pay a minor amount
each month to cover wear and tear – but any damages which occur during your stay will be
deducted from your deposit. If any items are missing or damaged (not just worn) upon moving in,
please report this in your online flow.
Please note that previous tenants may have left additional items behind in your personal room –
these items are not part of the basic equipment and are not serviced. You may dispose of them in
Tåsingegade kollegium’s designated area for larger garbage.
These are the items which we have provided and therefore offer service for:

Window blinds
1 ceiling lamp
2 desks (1 per person)
2 bookcases (1 per person)
2 desk chairs (1 per person)
2 desk lamps (1 per person)
2 single beds (1 per person)
2 bedside tables (1 per person)
2 bedside lamps (1 per person)
2 waste paper baskets (1 per person)
1 shower curtain
In addition, the UCPH Housing Foundation provided 2 single clothes cabinets for each room (the
cabinet may have shelving or a pole, it varies Note that the cabinet can be located next to the
kitchenette and some mistake it for a kitchen cabinet, which it is not.
In larger rooms, where there was found to be enough space, we have also provided a small dining
table with two chairs.

“Usables”
Also note that the UCPH Housing Foundation does not exchange your “usables”. You buy and put
in your own light bulbs, batteries for smoke alarms, exhaust filter, vacuum cleaner bags, etc. You
are expected to check if these need replacing before reporting an item as damaged.

